
Final Report on EPSRC Researh Grant GR/L52093Learning Fixed Example Sets in Multilayer Neural NetworksSummaryDavid SaadAston University, Birmingham B4 7ETA general framework for analysing online learning in multilayer neural networks was developedseveral years ago by the prinipal investigator and ollaborators, and has been very suessful inobtaining an exat desription of the learning dynamis in the limit of very large (in�nite) examplesets with respet to the number of free parameters (network weights), where training examples aresampled without repetition. However, this simple framework annot be used for analysing learningharateristis whih show up only in senarios where the number of examples sales with thenumber of weights. Some of these e�ets are of great pratial importane, espeially in the aseof noisy training data. The main di�erene between the two analyses is that, in the ase of in�nitetraining sets, no orrelations are building up between the weights and the new examples, whatallows one to arry out averages over eah time step separately; on the other hand, when sampledwith repetition, the examples are orrelated with the evolving weights what makes the alulationextremely diÆult.The main aim of this projet was to develop the theoretial framework for on-line learning from�xed example sets and to employ the new analytial desription for investigating the e�et ofnoisy training sets on over�tting. Seondary aims inluded the investigation of heuristi tehniquesurrently in use, e.g., regularisation and early stopping, and a omparison between the theoretialresults and those obtained in real-world tasks. The main ahievements are summarised below.Setting up the general framework: In the general senario examined, a nonlinear modelnetwork (student) is trained on examples generated by an underlying unknown rule (teaher) rep-resented by a similar model. We formulated the training problem within the Dynamial RepliaTheory approah. This framework, whih is ompletely general, enables one to analyse both on-tinuous and disrete mappings and any learning rule as long as it is represented by some funtion(depending on the system parameters and the urrent example) multiplied by the pattern presented.Extending the framework to the ase of multilayer networks: While extending the mainpart of the analysis to the multilayer ase is straightforward, the omputation, whih was justpossible in the ase of single layer networks is learly infeasible in the ase of multilayer networks.We therefore resort to the large � approximation, where � represents the ratio between the numberof examples and the system size; the latter is partiularly suitable to the multilayer ase, sinethe main features of learning in multilayer networks, suh as the breaking of internal symmetriesand the asymptoti onvergene, an be observed at sensible time sales only for relatively high �values. This framework was employed in studying both realisable and unrealisable senarios wherethe model system has less hidden nodes than the teaher system.Learning noisy data sets: We employed the same framework for studying learning from datasets orrupted by additive Gaussian output noise, assessing its e�et on the learning dynamisand the evolution of both training and generalisation errors, demonstrating the advantages ofearly stopping. We also examined the e�et of Gaussian regularizers in this senario, showing theimprovement obtained in network performane.The projet resulted in 13 publiations, most of whih are available through this web-page.Aknowledgement: This researh was supported by the EPSRC grant GR/L52093.


